
own protection wiU first see that eyery infected person who ie so di^

noeed will be able to secure the best modem treatment without regerd

tobis means or lack of them. Haying fulfilled its duty in thia regard,

it will be justified in demanding that all infeaed persona, regardless of

pereonal vagaries and desires, shaU be treated, and that if they shew

themselTOS inconsiderate of the welfare of others, they shall feel the force

of the Icwk

Leaislation Need^ on Medicd Profeuional Confidence.—A. necessary

corolUry to aU progressive legislation on such matters is a provisi-n

which unbinds the tongue of the physician' where infection as about to

be transmitted, and even punishes him as an accessory to a crime if he

fails to do his duty in making the facts known to the proper persons-

Penondl Prophylaxis; Conth.nce.—Thi) so-oalled personal prophy-

laxis of gendtal infections is the final consideration in a discussion of

the prevoition of these diseases. Personal prophylaxis includes those

things which the individual can Umself do to avoid acquiring gonorrhoea

or syphilis. The standard of personal prophylaxis m ahstvnen«fi from

sexwa relations and psrsotwl intimacies except in normal mamaffe with

a "-^thy person. It has no substitutes, and no competitors.

The Medical Prevention of Syphilis and Gonorrfcoso.—The medical

prophylaxis of the genital infections rests upon a discovery by Metchni-

koff Boux and Maisonneuve in 1906, that a properly prepared medicinal

ointment containing certain mercurial saJts. if rubbed into the place

where the germs of syphilis had been deposited, within a few hours after

exposure, was able to prevent the development of a chancre by kiUing

them before they could gain a foothold. This method has been found

to have a certain amount of efBciency in the prevention of gonorrhoea

also, but it has been discarded for this purpose ir favour of the use of

certain ir ections into the urethral canal. The combined prophylaxis of

ayphilis and gonorrhoea was rapidly adopted into all the armies of the

world following a series of rigorous tests, and has demonstn ;d a

remarkable degree of e«Bciency, which Las been increased by the reali-

zation that to be of the greatest service it must be admin ered withm an

hour after exposure, and be given by a specially train. endant under

medical supervision. Medical prophylaxis is not infa Even when

rigorously carried out it offers no protection against ti. grave rista of

extra-genital infection. Its percentage of failrr? is highest precisely

where the risk of infection is greatest, among those who cannot exercise

intelligence in its application. Then, too, apparently trifling variations

upon the standard methods often render it ineffective, a fact which accords

with the familiar experience of physicians as to the uselessness of the

average attempt of a knowing patient to avoid infection by washes and

similar applications. The prophylaxis of syphilis and gonorrhoea will

to some extent become common knowledge as a result of the wholesale

ipread of such information through army service. This does not alter

the fact that to be at " best it must remain under the control of the
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